Transfer Station Burn Area Guidelines

- Notify the Fire Department before burning for permission- 723-7026

- Establish (2) Two piles – Cold and Hot

- Only clean wood is allowed, no mattresses, no furniture, and no pressure treated wood. These items are to be broken down with the metal separated, and the wood and fabric put into the hoppers.

- No demo debris, as our rules state only one room renovations scrap wood from the residents is allowed – No commercial renovations – we cannot control or predict the volume of material when excepting large volumes of construction debris, nor meet the DEP requirements set in our license.

- Only allowed to store 6” of ash before we depose it to the landfill. This is due to our license from the DEP giving us an area of only 30’x30’ of burning area.

- We will only burn on days that the transfer station is closed to the public. We do not want to take a chance of the public putting something in the pile that is not clean wood while it is burning.

Thank You,

Ralph Soucier, Public Works Director